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Traditionally schools, colleges and universities would have a

programme of IT refresh every three to five years. This would

consist of a capital purchase of a new IT network, servers and end

user devices such as PC, Laptops and Tablets. The challenge for

many organisations especially within education is finding the

budgets for large scale capital purchases.

 

Budgets are becoming leaner each year and this has a knock on

effect on technology. Reviews and therefore upgrades are delayed

and are generally implemented when things have gone wrong as a

knee jerk reaction– this is too late as any failure of systems has

catastrophic implications. Furthermore, this results in limited time

for planning and understanding for what is needed within the

organisation both today and into the future. Implications on

learning time, pupil and staff confidence in some cases can affect

how successful an Ofsted inspection will be.

 

In a policy paper published by the Department for Education

earlier this year, the government recommended that “all education

providers actively consider and evaluate the benefits of moving to

a cloud-based approach for their IT system”**. 

 

Background

"70% of
SBM's
believe

funding is
the single
greatest

challenge
faced by

schools"*

Education Executive
** https://edtechnology.co.uk/Blog/why-cloud-computing-could-be-the-key-to-educations-retention-
crisis/



Schools are now adopting a new approach to the deployment of IT, they are turning to “Serverless”

technology, you may have heard this called cloud, hosted and Azure. Having serverless technology

means you are only paying for it as and when you use it, it’s always “on” technology and presents itself

in exactly the same way as an on-premise server. The big benefit is there isn’t any capital outlay for the

technology, and its somebody else’s responsibility. You do not have to worry about updating and

maintaining – it really is somebody else’s responsibility with the upside of the provision of the latest

technology without the price tag and hassle of maintenance.

 

The majority of the licencing cost within Education is heavily discounted and this same principle is

extended to Servers as a Service (SaaS), you will be maximising the agreement to include servers and

storage without the need of capital investment in servers on premise.

In the last ten years technology has developed at a vast speed

which is enabling many organisations including schools to have

the ability to work in a different way. In this paper we outline the

benefits of moving to the cloud.

Advancement in technology

1. Cost



The initial project is time consuming with assessing the

current set-up, site surveys, project objective and

implementation. Once this is in place and the initial setup is

configured, deployment is straightforward resulting in

limited downtime for the school. Updates are automatic

and can be centrally managed, along with moves and

changes. 

 

It can be phased into an organisation school by school

rather than the whole Trust to ensure a smooth transition

and minimum interference. This enables both training and

deployment to be far more manageable.

 
 

 
With the number of schools moving to a Multi-
Academy Trust increasing, this in itself presents many
challenges when deploying IT across multiple sites.
 
This new technology means that IT resources can be
centralised, deploying it in one location means they
can be shared irrespective of location, as and when
new sites arrive they can simply be plugged into the
shared environment. This creates efficiencies in terms
of management as everything is supported and
managed centrally with minimal resource.

2. Centralised IT

3. Easy deployment

"55% of educational institutions’
workloads will be running in

the cloud by 2020, compared to 
38% currently."*

*The Global Enterprise Cloud Index 



Cloud technology works across an agile framework and one of the key benefits is the ability to increase

collaboration across organisations. It enables you to share information quickly and easily, encouraging

shared working which in time leads to efficiencies.

 

The ability to co-author documents in the one space regardless of where staff are located makes team

work effortless. Sharing lesson content and plans helps reduce duplication of effort.

 

It is a great tool for internal communications, for example curriculum updates can be shared across

several schools and faculties. You also have the ability to set up micro-sites, for example you could

have a site for Geography or Year 8 where relevant information for the group can be posted and stored

for staff, parents and pupils to access.

 

 

 
 

 

4. Increased collaboration 

 "DfE has committed to a series of actions, including plans
 to speed up efforts to connect all schools in England to 

full-fibre broadband networks, which it said is necessary to
support the adoption of new technologies, such as 

cloud-based solution"



Configurations and security measures can be rolled out to several

sites without workload duplication, this will have huge implications

on the number of support staff required to manage and deliver IT.

 

It also enables security to be managed centrally resulting in less

costs for security devices as well as staff, mitigating risks of files

and data being lost.

 

With the number of schools on board and the threats constantly

evolving, there is an opportunity to learn from other schools within

the trust. These lessons can be implemented and communicated

rapidly across the network.

 
 

 
 
Schools moving to the cloud can provide enhanced learning
opportunities for pupils. It enables pupils to learn vital skills such
as research and analysis. They can access and stream a wide
variety of content like video and apps without any downtime.
 
Teachers can move across the sites removing barriers to
learning. Furthermore with the cloud there is the ability for
teachers to directly comment, review and provide targeted
feedback on pieces of works or projects.
 
With faster internet speeds and information at the touch of a
button pupil attention spans are not lost but are maximised. They
can also transfer documents seamlessly whether they are
working; home, library and school.
 
Another major benefit of the cloud is that it is preparing the next
generation for the world of work, mirroring the cloud based work
and social environment.
 
 

5. Enhanced pupil experience

6. Security 



Conclusion
On the whole the cloud is an innovative way of delivering
Education IT resource whilst reducing cost and making the whole
organisation efficient which in turn helps deliver an improved learning
environment. The DfE is backing and helping to drive this initiative as
they see the numerous benefits and the value it can add to education.
 
 

With the cloud being a pay as you go service there are no expensive updates. The service expands
and grows with your organisation, providing you with flexibility to expand or decrease. 
 
The ability to be agile for teachers is a major benefit with more and more mobility being encouraged
in schools to share expertise. Teachers require a device and a good internet connection and can
work from anywhere, access files and communicate.
 
As discussed previously the benefits for pupils are many but the ability to work in an environment
which mirrors many workplaces has to be the most significant.

7. Future proofed


